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ABSTRACT 
Let C” be the linear space of complex column vectors with n coordinates 
associated with the usual inner product. Denote by A, the set of all k-tuples of 
orthonormal vectors in C”. Given a real number p 2 1 and an n X n complex matrix 
A with eigenvalues X,, . , X,, we define 
l/P 
pp_J A) = max : l< i, < . . < i, < n 
i 
, 
rp-k(A) = max( ( ~~~~~A~i~p~l’p:(x,....,X,) EAk), 
and 
as the (pk)-spectral radius, (pk)-numerical radius, and (pk)-spectral norm of A, 
respectively. For k = 1 they are the classical spectral radius, numerical radius, and 
spectral norm of A. In this note we study the matrices for which P,.~(A) = rp_JA), 
p,.dA) = IIAllp-ka or rp.dA) = IIAllp-k. M oreover, the norm properties of rp_,J .) and 
11. llp_k are investigated. 
*The author wishes to express his thanks to Dr. Yik-Hoi Au-Yeung for his valuable advice 
and encouragement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let C n be the linear space of complex column vectors with n coordinates 
associated with the usual inner product. For an integer k with 1~ k < n, 
denote by Ak the set of all k-tuples of orthonormal vectors in C n. Given an 
n x n complex matrix A, we define the generalized k-numerical range of A 
to be the set 
W,(A) = {(x,*Ax, ,..., x~*Ax~): ix1 ,..., xk) E A~). 
Clearly, W,(A) is contained in the set 
Let a,, be the group of unitary matrices in the algebra of n X n complex 
matrices C,,,. Then (yr,..., yk) belongs to W,(A) if and only if yr, . . . , yk 
are the first k diagonal entries of U *AU where U is in %,,. So W,(A) 
contains the set 
P,(A)= {(Xil,...,Xi,):i r ,..., i, distinct integers in { l,..., n}}, 
where X r, . . . , X n are the eigenvalues of A. 
Similarly, ( yr, . . . , yk) belongs to D,(A) if and only if yr, . . . , yk are the 
first k diagonal entries of XAY where X, Y are in 42”. 
The definitions and many properties of the sets Wk( A), D,(A), and 
P,(A) can be found in [8], [lo], [ll]. 
Associated with these sets, we define the (pk>spectral norm 
IIAll,-k = mm{ I+,: 2 E h(A)} > 
the (p-k >numerical radius 
$-k(A) = mm{ IzIp: 2 E W,(A)}, 
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and the (p-k )-spectral radius 
P~_~(A) = ma{ IzIp: z E P,(A)} 
of A, where p is a real number with p > 1 and 
IzIp= i IYjl’ 
i i 
l/P 
for z = (yl,...,yL). 
j=l 
When k equals 1, these quantities are reduced to the classical spectral norm, 
numerical radius, and spectral radius [simply denoted by (1 A]], r(A), and 
p(A)] of A, respectively. Since 
P/c(A) = W,(A) = Q(A)> 
it follows that 
P,.,(A) =s $-!A4 G I141p-k. 
As described for example by Goldberg [2], several authors have studied the 
matrices for which p(A) = r(A), p(A) = ]]A]], or r(A) = ]]A]]. In this note we 
investigate the matrices for which 
P~-~(A) = TV-,@), 
P~-~A) = I141p-k, 
(1.1) 
0.2) 
or 
qrc(A) = I141p-~. 0.3) 
In analogy with the classical definitions of Halmos [4], we say that a matrix A 
is (pk>spectraZ if (1.1) holds and (pk>radiaZ if (1.2) holds. 
We begin in Section 2 by studying the norm properties and some 
inequalities relating to rp+( -) and 1). ]lp+ In Section 3, we characterize the 
matrices for which (l.l), (1.2), or (1.3) holds. 
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2. ( p-k)-NUMERICAL RADIUS AND (p-k)SPECTRAL NORM 
We admit the following standard definition. 
DEFINITION. A mapping N: C n Xn + Iw is a 7u)rm if it satisfies 
N(A)>0 forall AEC,,~,,; 
N(A)=0 ifandonlyif A=O; 
N(XA) = ]X]N(A) forall XEC and AEC”~~; 
N(A+B)&V(A)+N(B) forall A, BEC,~,,. 
Since there exist nonzero matrices whose eigenvalues are all zero, P& .) fails 
to be a norm on C,,,. However, it is routine to verify that r& .) and )I. I(p_k 
are norms on C,,,. In fact, ]].]]p_k is a unitwily invariant norm, i.e., 
IIWI,.~ = IW’II,.~ = IPll,.~ forall AEC,,~” and UE@,, 
and rpmk( .) is invariant under unitary similarities, i.e., 
T~_~(U*AU)=T~_~(A) forall AEC,,~,, and UE%“. 
It is known (see [l, p. 781) that if N is a unitarily invariant norm on 
C n Xn, then the value N(A) is completely determined by the singular values 
of A. In the following theorem, we obtain an expression for ]]A]],_k in terms 
of the singular values of A. As a consequence we see that ]I. ]]p_k coincides 
with the (p, k>norm considered by Marcus, Kidman, and Sandy in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A EC,,, have singular values (Ye 2 . . . > a,. Then 
IIAll,.k = (C;=,a~)““. 
Proof. Let x7 (respectively, yj) be the jth row (respectively, jth 
column) of the unitary matrix X (respectively, Y) such that 
XAY=diag(cy, ,..., cy,). 
Then 
(x:Ay,,..., $4,) = (al,...,~) E Dk(A) 
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and hence 
l/P 
i . 
On the other hand, if (yl,. . . , yk) E Dk( A), then by a result of Thompson 
WI, 
max i (yijI:l<i,< ... <i,<k (ldfk). 
j - 1 
It follows that (see [l, p. 371) 
Hence IIA(l,.k < (C~=,CY~)‘/~. 
A norm Non CnXn is said to be multiplicative if 
N(AB) < N(A)N@) forall A,BEC,,,. 
It is welI known that II.11 is multiplicative. For 1). (Ip_k we have 
THEOREM 2.2. The (p-k)-spectral rwrm is multiplicative. 
Proof. Let A,BEC,,, be matrices with singular values (Ye >, . . . > OL, 
and PI>, .*. >P,, respectively. Suppose the singular values of AB are 
y1>, . . . > yn. Then we have (see [l, p. 491) 
2 1 
C yj< C clljpj for l<l<n. 
j=l j=l 
Thus 
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Given a norm Non C,,Xn, we follow Goldberg and Straus [3] and call a 
positive real number Y a multiplicativity factor for N if the norm VN is 
multiplicative. While the classical numerical radius r( .) is not multiplicative, 
Goldberg and Straus [3] have shown that v > 4 is a multiplicativity factor for 
r(e). We shall show that this is the case for all r,.,(e), p > 1, 1~ k < n. The 
proof of this statement depends on 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A EC,,,. Then I]AljP_k < 2r,_,(A). 
Proof. Let H=i(A + A*), G =(1/2i)(A - A*). By Theorem 2.1, 
we see that a normal matrix B satisfies p,.,(B) = ]jB]]+ and hence 
r&B) = I]Bllp_k. Thus IIHll,_k = r&H) and I]Gl]P_k = r&G). Moreover, if 
{X r”“’ xk} E A, is such that r&(H) = ~~=lI~THxjlP, then 
,.gk(H) < i lx;Hxj + irTGxjlP = i lxj*A”jl’ G $kCA). 
j=l j=l 
Similarly, T~_~(G) < rp_,JA). As a result, 
l141p-~ = IIH + iGllp-k G IIHII,.~ + IIGII,., 
= rp_#)+ yk(G) Q 244). 
n 
COROLLARY 2.4. v >, 4 is a multiplicativity factor for the (p-k>numeri- 
cal radius. 
Proof. Suppose v > 4. Then for any A and B in C nXn 
vr,_,(AB) < z+QII,., Q 41AIIp-~llBllp-~ 
n 
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We now obtain some inequalities relating to T& .) and I(. )I p_k. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A E Q: n Xn. Then 
(4 q,_,(A) 2 rp.c,_,,(A) 2 . . . a r,.,(A) > 2-%,,(A) > . . f 2 
n - “Pr,_,( A); 
03) Il4l,., 2 l141p_~n-~~ 2 . . . >, l141p_1>, 2-“PJIA(1p.2 > . . . a 
~-l’pllAllD.,. 
Proof. (a): By definition, we have r,_,(A) > . . . a T~_~( A). Suppose 
1x 1 ,..., xk}~hkand{y, ,..., ~~+~}~A~+~aresuchthat 
rFk( A) = 2 (x;AxjlP k+l and $f(k+ 1) (A) = C IYFAYjlP* 
j=l j=l 
Then 
& y<’ Iy~AYjlp < i max i lyi:Ayi,lP: 1 G i, -C . . . < ik < k + 1 
I-1 j=l i 
k 
< ; ,& Ix;Ax~(~. 
J=l 
Hence 
The proof of (b) is similar to that of (a). 
If A is a normal matrix of rank 1, then 
I141p-n = I141p_~n-~~ = . . . = l141p_l= Q@) =+(A) = . . . = r,.,,(A). 
If A= XI for some X in C, then 
llAll”p.l= &.z = . . . = ;\/A[);., = $6’.(A) = . . . = rPq,( A). 
From these examples we see that the inequalities in Theorem 2.5 cannot be 
improved. 
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3. (TIC)-SPECTRAL AND (pk)-RADIAL MATRICES 
To characterize the (p-k>spectral matrices we need the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A=diag(A,,..., A,)@B be an n x n matrix with IA,1 
> .-. >IX~I>~(B). Thenforany {xl,...,rxI} in A,, wehave 
i IXj*AXjl~ i IXjI. 
j=l j=l 
Proof. Let AEC,,, satisfy the hypothesis of the lemma. Suppose 
{x l,...,xl} ~A,,andset 
Let y; = (tjl,. . ., Ejl) and zj* = (5j,l+l,. .., tj,), 1 < j G 1. Then 
I= f: qxj= ; yi*yj+ h qzj 
j=l j=l j=l 
and 
C ltij12G1 for lGj<n. 
i=l 
As r(B) < (X,1, we have 
It follows that 
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As a result, 
113 
= i IXJ. 
i=l 
n 
THEOREM 3.2. A matrix A is (p-k)-spectral if and only if A is unitarily 
similar to diag( X 1, . . . , X,)@B such that IX,1 > . . . >, IX,1 > r(B). 
Proof. =j : Let A be a (pk>spectral matrix. Suppose A is unitarily 
similar to A’ = (aij) in the lower triangular form with diagonal entries 
x A,, l,“‘, such that (X,1> a.* > Ih n(. If there exist integers i, j with 
1 < i < k and i < j < n such that aji # 0, then for 6 in C with ISI sufficiently 
small, there exists X in 4?L2 such that 
x*( ;;i :j)x= (Y AjL)2 
(see [7]): In particular, we may choose a nonzero 6 satisfying Re(8Xi) = 0 
and Re(SXj) G 0 so that 
)Xi + Sl> \XJ and )X j - 6) > IX j\. 
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Let U be the n x n unitary matrix obtained from I by replacing the (i, i), 
(&j), (j, i), and (j, j) entries with the (1, l), (1,2), (2, l), and (2,2) entries of 
X respectively. Then the diagonal entries of U *A’U will be h;, . . , xl,,, where 
i 
Xl if l#i,j, 
h;= Xi+6 if l=i, 
A,-6 if l=j. 
Consequently, 
which is a contradiction. Hence aii must be zero. It follows that 
Finally, for any p E W,(B) we have 
i lXjlp = rJtk(A) >, k~ll~jlp + 1~1 
j=l j=l 
Thus l&l > r(B). 
e= : Let A = diag( X i, . . . , X,)@B be such that IX,1 >, . . . z jhkl > r(B). 
Suppose {xi,..., xk} E A, is such that 
r&(A) = i IxfAxjlP. 
j=l 
Since for any l<Z<k, IX,Iar(BI), where BI=diag(h,+,,...,h,)~B, by 
Lemma 3.1 we have 
max i Ix~Ari,l:l<ii< ... <i,<k Q C IAil. 
j=l i j=l 
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Thus C&_~]X~AX~(~ “C~,,]Xj]p (see [l, p. 371). It follows that 
P,qk(A) < rFk(A) = 6 (x?AXjl’ 
j=l 
k 
< C l~jl”GP~_k(A)* 
j=l 
n 
When = 1, 3.2 reduces a result Goldberg [2, 
3.4(c)]. Apart this, we 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf A is (p-k)-spectral, then A is (p-l>spectral for any 
integerlwith 1<1<k. 
We consider the characterization of (p-k)-radial matrices in the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. A matrix A is (p-k)-radial if and only if A is unitarily 
similar to diag(X,,..., X,)@B such that IA,] > . . . >, jxk( > l\B\l. 
Proof. * : Clear. 
3: Let AEC~~~ have singular values oi >, . . . > a,. Suppose A is 
unitarily similar to A’ = ( oij) in the lower triangular form with diagonal 
entries Xi, X2,..., X, such that (A,( 2 1X.J 2 . . . a (X,1. If p,.,(A) = ]]A]]p_k, 
then 
k k 
C lxjlp = C l”jl” 
j-1 j-1 
Hence ]Xj] = oj for 1~ j < k (see [l, p. 391). It follows that (see [5, Lemma 
5.31). 
A’=diag(X,,...,X,)@B with ]h,] > . . . > IA,1 = ak >, lIBl\. 
n 
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Similar to the situation of Theorem 3.2, for k = 1 Theorem 3.4 reduces to 
a classical result of Ptgk [9] (see also [2, Theorem 3.3(e)]). Moreover, we have 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf A is (p-k)-radial, then A is (p-l )-radial for any 
integerlwith l<Z<k. 
We now come to matrices for which rp_JA) = ]lAl]p_k. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let A E C nxn have singular values a1 > . . . > a,. Then 
the matrix A satisfies rp_J A) = )I Allp_k if and only if A is unitarily similar to 
A,@A, such that 
(a) A,=diag(h,,..., hk) with lhil = aj for 1~ j < k if p > 1; 
03) AlECkXk has singular values aI,. . . , ak if p = 1. 
Proof. -: Let AEC~~,, have singular values a1 > . . . 2 a,. Suppose 
r&A) = ]IAllp_k. Then A is unitarily similar to A’ = (aij) such that Jai11 > 
+ . . > Icxkkl and 
i Iajjy = i: cq. 
j=l j=l 
If p > 1, then (see [l, p. 371) (cxjj( = aj for 1~ j <k. It follows that (see [5, 
Lemma 5.31) A’ = diag(tl,,. . ., akk)@A2. 
Suppose p = 1. Let A = DA’, where D = diag(8,, . . . , dk, 1,. . . , 1) is in ‘+Y,, 
and is such that ajjej = ]a .j] for 1~ j < k. Then d and A have the same 
singular values. Moreover, t fi e sum of the first k diagonal entries of d equals 
the sum of its k largest singular values. By Lemma 5.10 in [5], the matrix A 
is of the form A,@A, such that A,EC,,, has singular values (Y1’...,(Yk. 
Clearly, A’ is of the same form. 
(=: Let AEC,,, have singular values a1 > . . . > a,. Suppose A is 
unitarily similar to A i@ A a. 
If p>l and A,=diag(A,,...,X,) with (hjl=aj for l,< j<k, then 
clearly rp_JA) = ]IAl]p_k. 
Suppose p=land A1~Ckxkhassingularvalues ai,...,ak.Let UEek 
be such that A 1 = UH, where H is positive semidefinite. Then tr H = Ii= 1a j. 
Let WE@~ be such that W*UW=diag(,$r,...,[k), where I<,]=1 for 
1~ j< k. If W*A,W=(W*UW)(W*HW)=(/3ij). then 
5 lbjjl=tr(W*HW)= 5 aj. 
j=l j=l 
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It follows that 
By Theorems 3.4 and 3.6, we have 
COROLLARY 3.7. Suppose k = 1 or p > 1. Then a matrix A satisfies 
r&A) = IIAll,.k ifand only ifA is (p-k)-radial. 
For k = 1, Corollary 3.7 reduces to the interesting result of Wintner [12]. 
Clearly, if A is a normal matrix, then for any integer k with 1~ k < n 
and real number p 2 1, we have 
&.,(A) = rp.k(A) = llAllp-k. 
By Theorems 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6, we obtain 
THEOREM 3.8. A matrix AEQ=,_ is normal if one of the following 
conditions holds: 
(a) There exist a real number p > 1 and an integer k > n - 1 such that 
P~-~(A) = T&A) or ,o,.,(A) = I141p_~. 
(b) There exist a real number p > 1 and an integer k >, n - 1 such that 
r&A) = I141p-e 
(c) Fork=l,..., n - 1, r,,(A) = llAlll_k. 
The author thanks the referee for his helpful suggestions. 
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